History 141 Test Number 1, Chapters 1-4

Below are some study questions that should help you for test 1.

1. How was America inhabited?
2. What food crops were domesticated by the Early (Archaic) Indians?
3. What were the features of Hopewell Culture? What was the most impressive?
4. The largest ancient city in North America (above Mexico)?
5. What started the agricultural revolution in the Eastern Woodlands?
6. How many people inhabited North America (above Mexico) when Columbus arrived?
7. How did the Spanish Conquer the New World? Where did they begin? What was the decisive factor in their "victory"?
8. Who plundered the Aztec and Inca Empires?
9. What were the motivations for England's settlement of America in the late 1500's (early 1600s)?
10. Samuel De Champlain? Indians?
11. New Netherlands?
12. Why was England able to compete for colonial outposts by the time of Queen Elizabeth's death (1603)?
13. Why was English colonization difficult during the reigns of James I and Charles I?
14. Jamestown? Prosperity? "Head right system"?
15. Compare and contrast Plymouth and Jamestown.
16. What did the Puritans settling New England want to do?
17. Why did the Puritans migrate to New England?
18. Why is Maryland significant?
19. What were the Navigation acts?
20. What about Pennsylvania's government allowed for?
21. Metacom's war?
22. Colonial demographics?
23. Bacon's rebellion? Causes? Results?
24. "Glorious Revolution"?
25. What is considered the largest human migration in history?
26. If you were born to a slave woman...?
27. The case of Elizabeth Key demonstrates?
28. Why was there a slave trade?
29. Why Indians make poor slaves?
30. What pushed Virginia towards race slavery?
31. Problems with indentured servants?
32. The Virginia Negro Act?
33. Who controlled the slave trade?
34. The stages of a slave getting to America?